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1. Introduction 
The relationship between resource bounded eterministic and nondeterministic 
complexity classes has been extensively studied. For polynomial time, the associated 
question P= NP? is particularly important because of the large number of problems 
of practical interest that can be solved by nondeterministic polynomial time bounded 
devices. If P = NP, then these psoblems all have determinisitic polynomial time 
solutiolns whereas otherwise only exponential time solutions exist. Furthermore, the 
class NP contains complete problen:s to which all other members of NP can be 
reduced [S, ?,16] and P = NIP if and only if one of these complete problems is in P. 
With few exceptions, most intuitively appealk?g members of NP have been shown to 
be complete. 
In this paper, we study the structure of sets in NP. We develop anumber of simple 
tools which facilitate the study o.? the relatke complexity 04 sets with res,pect to 
polynomial time reducibility. The method yields the existence of a minimal pair (with 
respect o P) of sets A,, S E NP which ;\re not complete. This strengthens earlier 
results “of Ladner [lo] (minimill pair-ncb upper baound) and Machtey Cl!51 (minimal 
pair-subexponential but not .qecessarily in NP). In addition, the method can be used 
to constru@ partial orders of degrees with respect o polynomial time reducibility. 
*, This rebe&ch was also facilitated by the use of Theory Net (NSF Grant number MCS’78-01689). 
** Supported in part by NSF-Grant number MCS76-17323. 
*** Supported in part by NSF Grant number MCS78-81486 and the Awry Mrrthematim Research 
Center. 
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Similar results have recently been obtained by Breidbart [4] though his proofs are 
significantly more complicated because of their dependance on the recursion 
theorem. 
The main idea involves an analysis of those input regions on which set r:7embership 
can be decided in polynomial time. Because of the restrictions of pol*/nomial time 
reducibility, a bound may then be obtained on the size of such inter-,als in sets to 
which a given set can be reduced. This yields the existence of sets in NP which are not 
complete and which have a variety of other properties. 
Recently a number of papers [l, 2,6,8,13,16] have dealt with such properties as 
density and sparseness for sets in NP. A set is p-sparse [2] if there is a polynomial 4 
such that for all n at most q(n) strings of length n are in the set. It k not known 
whether NP-comp!ete sets can be sparse. The relationship between these results and 
ours is not clear. By introducing gaps (and thereby easy intervals) into ;? set a sparser 
set is obtamed (e.g., if one considers distance between set members). Hence our 
results San be interpreted as imposing limits on how sets can differ with respect to 
degree of sparseness and still be related by polynomial time reducibility. 
Recent results by Meyer and Paterson [ 161 provide a first step tcwards comparing 
the various notions of sparseness and complexity properties. Their paper generalizes 
and unifies earlier work by P. Berman [2], Fortune [6] and Hirrrmanis and Berman 
[8] on sparseness. Many open problems remain to be considered. The interplay 
between the various definitions and results is an area for future research 
We believe that our results and those referenced above are important tJecause they 
provide intuition with respect o the structural properties of NP-complete sets. They 
represent an attempt o look more closely at why sets are NP-complete 9s opposed to 
which sets are NP-complete. While demonsbating that a large number of problerrs 
are NP-complete has served to increase the importsnce of the P = ?NP question, t 
does not appear to have brotight us closer to a solurion to this problem. Recur+ . 
theory is an area which has benefitted from a similar study involving the structu- 1 
properties of Gnd the relationship between recursively enumerable sets. Yhib 
approach has led to the development of powerful tools (e.g., the priority method) and 
has resulted in a fairly complete understanding of the r.e. sets, Hopefully, further 
study of the relationship between structure and complexity will help in this 
regard. 
The remainder of the paper investigates the existence of effective enumerations of 
devices for recognizing all and only members of certain classes of sets. A class 
admitting such an enumeration is said iti bz recursively presentable. See [l l] for 
earlier work in this area for abstract complexity measures. In particular, it is proved 
that the Nf’-complete sets are recursively presentable and moreover the devices all 
operate in nondeterministic polynomial time. Similar results are obtained for other 
Gomplexity classes (PSPACE, EXP-TIME, etc). On the other hand if P # NP, the 
class NP - P is not recursiveky presentable by any devices which compute charac- 
teristic functions. It is open whether NP- P can be presented in terms of devices 
whose domains are the sets in question. In contrast o N -complete sets, we show 
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that the complete (with respect o Turing reducibility) recursively enumerable sets 
are not recursively presentable. 
Section 2 presents definitions and notation used in the paper. The basic techniques 
for studying reducibility relationships are obtained in Section 3. As indicated above 
these results involve analysing the size of intervals for which easy (polynomi(al. time) 
recognition algorithms exist. They are conceptually simple and appe:ar to have wide 
applicability to the study of structural properties of sets in NP. Section 4 applies, these 
methods to investigate the existence of non complete sets in NP - P and the definition 
of a minimal pair in NP. The last section studies the question of recursive presen- 
tability for various classes of sets. 
2. Definitions 
Notation. C* denotes the finite length strings over the finite alphabet C. We use 1x1 
for the length of a string in C*. By convention, n and an denote string lengths while 
letters at the end of the alphabet denote strings. Let exp(n) = 2”. 
Assume a fixed bijection between Z* for finite alphabe‘r: C and the natural 
numbers, N (e.g., the p-adic notation of [3]). If x is a string and n a natural number, 
then notation such as x < n means that the: number represented by x is less than n. 
Our basic model of computation is the multitape Turing machine (TM). All 
machines are assumed to be deterministic unless otherwise: specified. A (possibly 
nondeterministic) Turing machine 1M has time complexity (space complexity) f(n) or 
runs in time (space) f(n) if for all inputs of length n, A4 uses at most f(n) moves (tape 
squares) on all computation paths. If fi1 runs in time (space) p(n) w;llere p is a 
polynomial, then we way that 1M runs in polynomial time (space). Let 
NTIME[f(n)] = {A !A c Z*, A recognized by a nondeterministic, 
TM in time f(n)}, 
DTIME[ f (n)] = {A 1 A c Z*, A recognized by a deterministic 
TM in time f(n)}. 
NSPACE[ f (n)] and DSPACE[ f (n)] are defined similarly. Then 
P = U DTIME(n’), 
i>o 
NP = U NTIME(n’), 
i>O 
PSPACE = U DSPACE(n i, = U NSPACE(n ‘), 
i>O is>0 
DEXP -TIME = l!_j TIME(24”“), 4 a polynomial. 
i>O 
NEXP-TIME, DEXP-SPACE and NEXP-SPACE are defined similarly. 
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We consider two notions of polynomial time reducibility due to Cook [S] and Karp 
[9]. A set A is many-one reducible to a set B in polynomiul time (A s,B) if there is a 
function f cosnput&le by a Turing machine which runs in polynomial be such that 
x E A if and <lmly if f(x) E B. The function f of the above definition is oftf n referred to 
as a transducer. 
An oracle Turing machine (with oracle B E 2”) is a multitape m V&h a special 
tape called the oracle tape. The machine may periodically write a string on the oracle 
tape and then in one step bianch depending on whether the string is in the oracle set 
B. Of course, if B is not effectively computable, then the computation could not 
actually be performed. An oracle machine runs in time f if it uses at most f(n) moves 
on inputs of length n for any oracle. A set A is Turing reducible to a set B in 
polynomial time (A SpT B) if there is an oracle Turing machine M which runs in 
polynomial time such that x is in A if and otily if 1w halts in an accepting at&e on input 
x with oracle 8. 
Write A cP B, if A ~r,,BbutnotBc,A.Als6A_=,,BifA<pBandB$,A.If 
P A sp B, we say A and B are in the same degree with resy;ect o $, or are 
$-equivalent. §imilarly define <pr and =pT. 
Many-one and Turing polynomial reducibility are useful tools for classifying the 
relative complexity of problems. For example, if A sP B, then a polynomial time 
recognition algorithm for B yields a polynomial time recognition algoritV:m for A. If 
A sP B, then xnodulo a polynomial the complexity of B imposes an upper bound on 
the complexity of A. 
A set A is X-m-complete (X-T-complete) for some complexity classes of sets X if 
A E X and B sp A (B <pT A) for all B E X. Unless otherwise specified, the itp LL 
NP-complete refers to NP- m-complete. Complete sets are in some sense tl 
hardest sets in a complexity class. For X = NP, Cook [5] showed that the set ’ 
satisfiable propositional calculus formulas is complete. Karp [9] and many ot),erb 
have since demonstrated that a very large number of interesting proble:rls are 
NP-complete, 171. 
A function f is time constructible if there is a Turing machine which on inputs of 
length n halts in exactly f(n) steps, Polynomials, 2” and n ! are examples of time 
constructible functions. It is easy to see that for any recursive r there is a recursive 
r’a r such that r’ is time constructible. (On input x, 1x1~ np compute r(n), make r(n) 
steps and halt. Then r’(n) Z= r(n) is just the number of steps required to complete this 
process .) 
A set of functions {h} is said to be recursively presentable if there is an effective 
of algorithms (Turing machines) such that 
(1.) each fi is computed by some Mj and 
(2) each Mi computes a member of {fi}, 
Sets are identified with their characteristic functions yielding a definition of recur- 
sively presentable for a collection of sets. When the context is clear, we will use the 
same symbol to denote a set, its characteristic function anId an algorithm for the 
characteristic functicn. In particular SAT will denote the set of satisfiable pro- 
Positional calculus formulas encoded suitably in an alphabet, 
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In the following, Qo, Q1, . . . denotes a fixed recursive presentation of P. The 
enumeration is in terms of Turing machines which accept a11 and only members of P 
and which, in addition, operate in polynomial time. The required enumeration is 
obtained by attaching polynomial time clocks to Turing machines. For each TM M 
and each i, there is a copy of A4 with an n i clock in { Qi). The modified devices operate 
in polynomial time because polynomials are time constructible. 
For any function f, define ff, the eqonentiution [3] of f, by 
fY& 0) =f(x), f”(& y-l- ‘I =f(f”(x, y)). 
1 
For r increasing, define G[r] by : 
G[r] =(x 1 r”(O, n) G 1x1< r”(6, n + 1) for n even}. 
G[r] will be used when we wish to introduce t sized gaps into sets. 
For n E N, the r-interval at n, I[r, n] is given by 
I[r, n] = {y E c* 1 n s Iyl < r(n:l}. 
Let [m,n]={y~~*Im GlylWz}. 
A set B has r-gupJ if there are arbitrarily large n such\ that y E I[r, n] implies y cf B. 
Let Q be a polynomial time aPgorithm and let B c C*@ The algorithm Q is lcorrect 
for B on arbitrarily large r-intti.~~aZs if there exist arbitrarily large n such that for all 
y r: I[r, n],%?(y) = B(y). 
A recursive set B c C* is r-interzd easy Bar some recursive r, if there is a 
polynomial q and an algorithm having time complexity f which recognizes B such 
thai for infinitely many n, y E 1[r, n] implies f(lyl) ~2 q(lyl). 
Note that if a set has r-gaps or is r-interval easy, this implies that some polynomial 
time algorithm is correct on the set for arbitrarily large r-intervals. 
3. Structural properties 
Previous studies have revealed a rich degr ee structure with respect o polynomial 
time reducibility..In this section we investigate structural properties of sets which 
result from their position in the reducibility hierarchy. The strict constraints asso- 
ciated with polynomial time reducibility allow us to develop a fairly simple tool which 
has a number of applications. Analogous questions in classical recursion theory 
include the relationship between simple and hypersimple sets and various reduci- 
bility not ions. 
The first theorem imposes a maximum gap size on sets to which a given set is 
many-one polynomial time reducible. 
Let A be a recursive set. If E! P, then there is a recursive r such that for 
each B satisfying A sp B, no polynomial time algorithm is correct for 33 on wbitrarily 
large r-intervals. 
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roof. Let A& P be a recursive set. The function 
d(n) = max [[(~~>l(lzI > n and Q(t) # &)I( 
is therefore total and at each n, d(n)-n provides an upper bound cn the size of 
intervals for which A can agree with the set accepted by the pal enomial time 
algoirthm Qi (for i s n). 
The proof uses the function d to help provide an upper bound for gaps in B where 
A s,B. 
Assume A is recognized by an algorithm which operates in time g,+ Choose 
g&r) > 1~1” time constructible and strictly increasing (by padding the output of gA). 
Define gjs (inverse of gA) by 
The value of gh(n) is one less than the length of the shortest input whose time 
complexity is at least n so it is less than n. Then 
Now let B be such that A sp B via transduction f. Let Rr be a polynomial time 
algorithm which is correct for B on arbitrarily large r-intervals. WC obtain an upper 
bound on I: 
Define a polynomial time algorithm Q which agrees with A on intervals vhose size 
depends on the size of easy intervals in 19 (i.e., intervals on which Rg is co:re;ct for B): 
Q(x): ;f (3y s &(IxlN My) = t(~)l 
then A(y) 
eh h3 (t(x )) 
The algorithm Q is polynomial because at most 1x1 y’s are examined, Rs and t dre 
polynomial time computable, gA is time constructible and A(y), if evaktated, 
requires less than 1x1 steps by the choice of y (y S gk()xf) implies &&I) s &4(y) < 
1x1). Q(x) first tries to find a short y such that t(x) = t(y). If successful, the A 
algorithm is run on y and operates in a polynomial in IX Isteps. If such a 1~ isnot fqund, 
RB is run on t(x). Q(X) is correct for A except when the second alternative is used for 
an x such that R&(x)) # B(t(x)) = A(x). We show that if RB is correct for B on 
intervals which-are too large, then Q is correct for A on intervals which exceed the 
bound given by d. 
Consider an m such that for all n 2 m, A cannot agree with Q 011 the interval 
[n, d(n)]. The existence of such an m follows from the definition of d. 
FOP n 2 m, consider an easy B interval of size 
The function exp is included to provide a buffer so that for x in the subintervals of 
[n, r(n)], considered below, It(x)1 G r(n). We claim is correct for on some 
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[(gA * d)k(n), &A l 4k”in)l 
of [n, r(n)]. Since this is true for all n 2 m and these interval: &r-e larger than d, a 
contradiction results. 
To prove the above claim note that for x in the interval [n, r(n)], Q can be wrong 
only if there is no short y (y s gk(lx[)) satisfying t(x) = t(y) and if R&(X)) #A(x). 
Because Rg is correct for B on [n, r(n)], this can only occur if IP( C n. Since there 
are only 1~1” such values for t(x) and g A l d is iterated 3(1zl” 9 1) times, the 
pigeonhole principle yields three consecutive subintervals as above for which no new 
t(x) values, it(~)\ < re, occur. Claim Q is correct on the third such subinterval. To see 
this let &, &, I3 denote three consecutive subintervals uch that no new values t(w), 
Ir<w)l c n, occur for w in I~ u 12 u&._ Let x E 13 with It(x)I <n. Then there is a y 
occurring in a subinterval before 11 such that t(x) = t(y). Because y precedes 11, 
g&r) > 1~1” and gA is included in the subinterval definition, all strings whose length 
is y precede &. Then by the definition of the subintervals gA (y ) < Ix I so y =z gjQ (Ix 1) 
will be found when Q is run on input X. For /t(x)1 2 n, either a suitably short y exists or 
Rg (t(x)) yields the correct answer. 
If we restrict the above result to recursive B such that A s p B s ,, C for given 
recursive A, C&P, the proof becomes considerably easier. Let gc be the time 
complexity of C. Then gc provides a uniform bound on the time complexity of all 
such sets B. If g& is defined as in the previous theorem, then Q(x) is given by 
then B(t(x)) 
else RB (x)) 
The ma.ximum easy interval size in 23 is then less than exp(d . gc). 
CoroUary 2. If A e! P, then there is a maximum gap size for B such that A sp B. There 
is a largest r for which such a B can be r-interval easy. 
Corollary 3. If A & P, then there is a maximum gap size for the =,p class of A. 
‘Ike fact that a set has r-gaps (or easy intervals) for large r iloe~ not imply that it 
is ‘easy’. By standard complexity theory techniques, recursrve sets of arbitrary 
comp!cxity may be constructed with r-gaps (although the construction requires that 
the set be more complex than r). This together with Theorem 1 means that given any 
set A& P, there are arbitrarily complex sets with arbitrarily large gaps which are 
incomparable (with respect to many-one polynomial time reducibility) with A. 
Conversely, the introduction of large enough (polynomial time recognizable) gaps in 
a set Ati P guarantees that he resulting set A’ satisfies A’ cp A. (Theorem 8 of 
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Szction 4 provides a more significant application of this technique because the X 
above may be in P whereas At! P.) 
In contrast o the above, note that polynomial size gaps can be introduced in SAT 
with the resulting set SATn G[ p] remaining NP-complete. Show SAT <,, SATn 
G[p] as follows: 
iven x : 
then compute SAT(x 1 
else pad x to an equivalent X’E G[p] 
and compute SAT(x’) 
The following results deal with the existence of gaps for NP-complete sets. Related 
questions were considered in [l, 2, 6, $1. Studies of the gap-density prtiperties of 
NP-complete sets will opefully increase our intuition with respect o the difhcult 
open problems for this class. 
l’he@zem 4. Assume that a polynomial time algorithm is correc?fk SAT for arbitrarily 
large r-intervals for some recursive r. Tken there is a polynomial time cwnpu;able set A 
such that SAT n A is NP-complete but has r-gaps. 
Proof. Assume SAT has r-intervals for which it agrees with the set recognized by the 
polynomial time algorithm Q. That is, for arbitrarily large II, y cz r[r, n] implrss 
SAT(y) = Q(y). YUe define a set A E P such that SAT sp SAT n A via a polynov.li 1 
time transduction t. The set ,A, will not include any strings y such tM y c SAT ~VW ,’ 
lies in an r-interval on which Q is correct for SAT. Since Q and SAT agree w 
arbitrarily iarge r-intervals, this will mean that SAT n A has r-gaps. 
Let b be a fixed member of SAT. Also put b in A. Define A to be the set of inputs 
(except b) for which the transducer t, defined below, outputs b. 
11rlput: y 
w 9- y 
w has variables with no value assigned pick such a variable of w and assign 0 
and 1 to obtain w. and wl- do not simplify so Iwl = lwll= Iwo1 (so w, wo, w1 
are in the same r-interval). 
se 
(choose first true alternative) 
Q( wg) = 1: w c- war and record assignment 
(WI) = 1: w c- ~1, and record assignment 
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else: output y, halt 
end case 
e e 
if variable values found satisfy y 
t output b (Q is correct on 
else output y (so y E A) 
Then SAT sp S4Tn A via t because: 
(a) y E SAT implies t(y) = b E SAT n A 
(b) y&SAT implies t(y) = y&SATnA. 
or t(y) = y E SAT n A, 
The transducer clearly runs in polynomial time. It remains to show that SAT n A 
has r-gaps. Assume y E SAT is in an interval I[r, n] for which Q is correct. Then the 
output of t on y is b SO y @ A by the definition of A. Hence y E! SAT n A and SAT n A 
has r-gaps corresponding to the r-intervals on which Q is correct for SAT. 
Theorem 5. Lel. B be an NP-complete set, r a rxursive function and.Q a polynomial 
time algorithm such that Q is correct for B on arbitrarily large r-intervals. Then there 
exist NP-complete sets with f l r l log-gaps where f is any function satisfying f-l(n) > 
n k a.e. for all k. 
Proof. Show SAT has f 9 r l log easy intervak. Let SAT G pB via t. Assume Q is 
correct for B on arbitrarily large r-intervals. Consider such an f-interval, n s 1 y 1 c 
t(n) where n is chosen large enough to allow f to compensate for possible growth in 
Iyl resulting from the application of t. Consider a string y such that Iyl is in the 
subinterval [2”, f l r(n)]: 
(a) If It(y)/ E I[n, r(n)] and It(y)1 Mog(lyl), then the algorithm Q applied to t(y) is 
correct. 
(b) If It(y)1 <log Iyl, then t(y) E B and y E SAT can be decided in polyn,omial (in 
Iy 1) time using tin exponential time recognizer for B (B is in NP). 
Heace there is a polynomial time algorithm which is correct for SAT for intervals 
[2”, f 9 r(n)] for arbitrarily large n. Tke result follows by substituting log(n) for n and 
applying Theorem 4. 
The next theorem provides a bound for each recursive A& P an the size of intervals 
for which A caa be easy, i.e., on which it can be recognized in polynomial time. 
Notice that this also yields an upper bound on permissible gaps in non-polynomial 
sets since recognition is trivial on gaps. This theorem and the one following enable us 
to strengthen earlier results on the structure of sets’ in NP a,nd, in addition, provide air 
elegant and consistent approach for obtaining such results. 
Theorem 6. Let A& P be recursive. 7%en there is a pecursive r such that nc polynomial 
time algorithm is correct for A for arbitrarily large rOa intervals. Hence A is not r-interval 
easy. 
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roof. Since ,4& P, the witness function 
w(i, 4 = (Pm an and A(z) # Qi(z)] 
is total. The required r is 
r(n) = max I{w(& n)}l+ 1. 
icn 
Theorem 1 is proved by showing that if B has large easy intervals, thjn on smaller 
.A intervals either, much shorter inputs give the same transducer valliue (so the A 
algorithm can be used) or a polynomial time algorithm is correct for B on the 
transducer value. A more complicated argument must be used for polynomial time 
G,rring reductions, where more than one question may be asked during a compu- 
tation and where answers must actually be computed (or somehow simulated) for the 
computation to proceed. For Turing reducibility, the upper bound on g:tp sizes is not 
as sharp as for many-one polynomial-time reducibility (by one exponel:;ial). 
Theorem 7. Let A tzi P be recursive. ?%ere is a recursive f such that [fA spy B and B is 
r-iriterval easy, then I s f a.e. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 in its strong use oi the pigeonhole 
principle Assume A cpT B via some algorithm T and B is r-inter\r;zl easy with 
algorithm having complexity fB and polynomial 4. Let gA > exp exp be the complex- 
ity of a recognition algorithm for A whel:e gA is strictly increasing zlnd time 
+zonstructible. To simplify the notation assume IxI= 2. Define gX by 
Then ??? s gh(?z) implies g&n) < r&. 
The function d given by 
d(n) = max I[(~r)l(lzI > n and Q(z) f AW)lI 
iGn 
for each n provides an upper bound for i G n on the interval for which A can agree 
with the set accepted by the polynomial time algorithm Qi. 
We now give an algorithm Q for A. If B is easy on intervals which exceed a 
function f, to be defiaed, then Q will be easy on intervals which are too large, which 
contradicts the defini:tion of d. 
Input: x 
(1) Simulate T on input x. If T queries the oracle for some y, test whether 
If yes, the oracle answer can be obtained directly in polynomial time. If not, simulate 
(consistent) branches in the computation for y E and y& I1 paths eventua!ly 
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terminate. For each path defiane a triple ( Yt, Yf, a), where 
Yr = {u 1 u E B assumed on path}, 
Yr = {u 1 u& B assume*;l onpath}, 
yes if path accepts X, 
a = 
no if path rejects X. 
Call the set of triples S(X). 
(2) Zf there is a y such that 
1.y )(min(gZ (ix I>, log l h&l> 
and S(y) = S(x), 
then autput A(y) - (gA(IyI) steps 
ebe output A(x) - (g&I) steps 
Assume x E I[r’, n] for t’ recursive such that ~~ G 4 on that interval and 
exp exp(n) s 1x1 clog l r’(n) (see Fig. 1). (*) 
The condition (*) insures that oracle questions are either easy or are for strings much 
shorter than x (<log 9 log(lxl)). 
I 
n ’ 
r 
22” 
I 3 _____+_- 
1x1 log r’bl) r’(n) 
Fig. 1. 
Consider algorithm Q on input X. Because p3 is easv on [n, r’(n)& only &oracle 
questions for y such that Iyl< n are included in the sets- Yt and Yj. Hence each k’t, Yf 
contains at most 2” members and the cardinality of S(x) is bounded by exp e 
But Ix I > exp exp(n) so (1) of Q can be completed inpolynomial time for the given. X. 
Similarly, since Iyl <min(g~(lxl), log. log(lxl)), (2) of Q must compute S(y) for at 
most log(lx I) strings y. The Yt and Yf sets of each such S( y ) will only contain strings of 
length less than II (since B oracle questions for any z in ![r’, n] are evaluated 
directly). Hence as above, the determination ofS(y) can be done in polynomial time” 
Finally, note that if a y such that S(y) = S(X) is found, then x EA iff y E A and the 
condition Iyl <g, <I I) ‘4 x insures that g*(lyl) < 1x1 so the algorithm for A can be applied 
to y to decide x E A in polynomial time. Thus for exp exp(n) c 1x1 <log l r’(n), 8 
operates in polynomial time unless the A(x) option requiring g&) steps is used. 
We now use the pigeonhole principle for the sets S(X) to define az ucper bound f
for easy B intervals. For x and n as ab there are exp exp(2n) triples and hence 
exp exp exp(2n) sets of triples. Assume has easy intervals of size t’ where p’(n) 
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f(n) = exp3 . d l (gA 9 d)“(n, 2(exp exp exp(Zrz)+ 1)) 
for infinitely many n. 
We claim that B easy on [n, f(n)] implies Q is easy for A on at least ant: subinterval 
[(gA . #, (gA . d)&+l]. The argument issimilar to that used in Theorem 1. Let &,I2 
denote consecutive subintervals such that for x E IIU& f?(x) =S(y) for some y 
which occurs before& Consecutive intervals exist with this property because gA . d 
is iterated 2(exp exp exp(2n) + 1) times > 2 l (number of S(y) + 1). Claim 6 is easy 
for A on interval 12. To see this let x E 12. Then S(X) = S(y) for some y which occurs 
before 11. Because gA >exp exp and gA occurs in the subinterval definition, 
expexp4lyl)<I~lsoi~l~loglog(l I) x as required in the definition of 0. a &so gA( Iy I) < 
1x1 so Iyl q$dlXl)- I-P me for each # ~12, 0 finds a suitably short y so that 8 is 
polynomial for A cm 12 which contradicts he definition of d. 
Notice that the function exp3 provides a buffer preventing B oracle questions 
above the interval on which B is easy and also ensures that enough intervals exist for 
x such that IX I > exp exp n. 
4. Applications 
In ktion 3, we introduced the notion of (easy) gaps and developed a felv 
relationships betwe(en gaps and complexity structures. We now apply this machinery 
to study the existence of noncomplete s ts in NP having certain properties. Wnk 5 
otherwise specified,, we Lssume throughout that P Z NP. 
Theorem 8 [IO]. Let B ti P be a recursive set. T’%en there exists a recursive P L’ A 
satisfying :
(a) A&P, 
09 A srp 4 
(c) B ++A. 
. Let B& P be a recursive set. Choose r recursive such that r is time con- 
structible and C is not r-interval easy for any C such that B SpT C. Let D = G[Y]. 
Clearly D E P. Let A = B n D. Since B n D is r-interval easy, B spT I3 n D by 
Theorem 7, Furthermme, B n !J sp B by the trivial transduction 
where x0 is a fixed member of B. 
Finally, B n D& P because is n.ot r-interval easy = G[r]). 
Cl01 b err% are sets in which are not 
complete j. 
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of. Choose B in the theorem to be NP-complete. Then B n D E NP - P but is not 
complete. 
Observe th:t :;~y introducing sufficiently large gaps, any NP-complete set can be 
transformed ir;to a member of NP -P which is not complete. Furthermore, by choice 
of sufficiently 1 arge r, we can diagonalize out of any r.e. class of infinite recursive sets. 
corou 10, .Let Co, Cl, . . . be a recursive presentation of a class of infinite recursive 
sets. Let Be P Be recursive. Then there exists a recursive set A satisfying 
(1) A&P, 
(2) A ep 8, 
(3) B +‘r.Cjr, 
(4) Ci Y& A ,kr any i. 
Hence, the s.et A of l%eorem 8 caz be chosen so as not tc have an infinite iregtilar OP 
context free subset. 
By ‘I’heoren: 1, the introduction of sufficiently lar,ge gaps into a set A results in a set 
A’ satisfying KJ ep A. Together with a corollary to the following lemma this yields a 
strong version of Theorem 8. 
Lemma 11. For any recursive A, B # 0, if A n # E P, then A = p A n B. 
Proof. Assume A, B are recursive sets and A n B E P. 
(1) A <p A n B: Let d be a fixed member of A n 13. me required transducer is 
Given x 
iiiXEA4 
then output d 
else output x 
(2) P,.nBc,A:l[fA=0,thenAnB=nEPbecaulse~=AnBEP.Or.herwise 
let d be: a fixed member of A. The required transducer is 
Given x 
ffxeA& 
then output d 
else output J: 
Corollary l2,, For any recursive B and N&complete A, if A n B is not NP-complete, 
then An&P. 
CO~~MK~ 13. Any NP-complete set A can be decomposed into sets B, C such that 
(1) A=BuC, 
(2) 
(3) 
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roof. Let A be NP-complete. Let B = A n CQ], C = A n G[F] for r sufficiently 
laxge to force B cp A, 6 cp A (Theorem 1). Then by Corollary 12, neither B nor C 
is in P. 
A similar result can be proved for other complete degrees (e.g., PSP, PCE) as well 
as for NlLT-complete sets (generalize Corollary 12 a d use Theorem 7). 
, Two recursive sets AI and A* form a Mzimai puir for P if neither is in P but 
D GpT A0 and D GrpT A 1 implies D E P for all D. Ladner [ 103 proved the existence of 
minimal pairs for P but did not give an upper bound of the complexitg of the pair. 
Machtey [IS] proved that sub-exponentral minimal pairs exist. We are able to use the 
methods of Section 3 to obtain minimal pairs of non NP-complete sets in NP. 
Theorem 14. Let Bks P be recursive. ?%en there are recursive A0 and A 1 such that 
(a) Ai <,B, i=O, 1, 
(b) Ai& P, i ~0, 1, 
(c) D spT Ai, i = 0,l implies D E P. 
Prd. Let Be P. Pick r time constructible such that B is not r-i~tervsJ easy r(lz) 
n-creasing and greater than exp(f(n)) where f is the computation time of some 
algorithm which recognizes B. Define 
So = {y 1 r”(O,4i + 1) < lyl< r”(O,4i + 2), i 2 0}, 
S1 = {y 1 rX(O, 4i + 3) G 1yl-c r’(O,4i +4), i BO} 
and let Sz = So u S1. Fig. 2 shows how this partitions C*‘. 
Fig. 2. 
Let Ai = B A Si, i = 0,l. The sets SO, St, $72 partition 2’ with Sz providing abuffer 
between So and &. Because r is time constructible, ach Si is in P, NOW (a) follows 
from the definition of Ai = B n Si s,B and because B is not r-interval easy. Show 
B sP Ai, implies B’ i;i easy on Sl;i. If B sp Ai via transducer t, then for input x in 
9 L 1-h t(n) either is in S 1-r-i u S2 in which case x is not in 6’ or t(x) is in Sia In the latter 
case, f(lt(x)l) < Ix 1. Hence in either case, x E B can be decided in polynomial time. (b) 
is true because B is not r-interval easy. 
To show (c) assume D CpT Ai = B n Sip i = 0,l. Tiqe main idea of the @orithm for 
D is that oracle queries are either trivial or involve B computations on strings much 
shorter than the input. This is accomplished byforcing each B question into an So or 
S1 interval preceding that of the input (see Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. 
The algorithm for D is as follows where B queries use the algorithm having 
complexity f: 
Input x : 
case 
xESii=O,l:useD+rBnSl~icomputation 
for query y & S*-Li answer no 
for query y E S l--i compute y E E 
x E I[r, n] G Sz, I[r - r(n), r(n)] C& 
if I+log l r(n) 
then use x E Si case above 
else use x E SlAi case above 
end if 
end case 
emI 
The above algorithm for D is polynomial because all !3 queries y satisfy f( 1 y I) < IX 1 
where x is the initial input. This follows because r(n) > exp f(n), In particular, if 
x E & (X E S1) and y is a non-trivial B query, then y is in an earlier S1 (S(J) interval. If 
x E i[r, n] C_ Sz, then a non-trivial B query is either in the immediately preceding 
interval (if IX I > log r(n))) so f (ly I) < log r(ly I) < log(r(n)) C 1x1) or k a still earlier So or 
S1 interval. Since there are at most a polynomial number of queries each of which 
requires at most a polynomial number of steps, the algorithm runs in polynomial 
time. 
Corollary 15. Xhere existA, B E NP - P which are not NP-complete such that D sp A 
and D sP B impGes D E P. 
Corollary 16. For any B E NP - P ttiere exists a minimal pair AQ, A1 g P such that 
Ai $, B, i ‘0, 1. 
By similar methods to the above we may prove a strong minimal pair theorem. 
Theorem 17. Let A, B& P and A +, B. Therr: there are Cl and C2 such that 
(a) A<,C’i<,B,i=l,& 
(3) D cp Ci, i = 1, 2 implies D sp A. 
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Lynch [ 131, Berman [l] and Hartmanis and Berman [S] have studied the density of 
sets with respect o a number of different definitions. We can use Theorem 1 to obtain 
a result d.ie to Lynch which states that if a set is reducible to arbitrarily sparse sets, 
then the set is in P. 
DefinUlon [13]. A set A is s-sparse if there is a polynomial p and an algorithm for 
recognizing A which runs in time Prlyl) for all but at most n strings y of length less 
than or equal to s(n). 
We use Theorem 1 to show thzlt sets reducible to arbitrarily s-sparse sets must be in 
P. 
1131. FOP any recursive A 
(V recursive s) 
(3 recursive B) [B is s-sparse and A <p B] iff A E P. 
Proof. ‘C-’ trivial. 
Let A & P and r be the function from Theorem 1. By the pigc&4e principle a set 
which is r’(n( 2n) sparse must be r-interval easy. Hence for arbitrarily large r, 
A $, B for B r-interval easy contradicting Corollary 2. 
Theorem 19. For any recursive A 
(V recursive 5) 
(3 recursive B) [B has s-gaps and A gp B] #A E P. 
5. Enumeration properties 
If a class of sets is recursively presentable, then there is an eiktive enumeration of 
devices which recognize all and only sets in the class [ 111. The existence of such an 
enumeration is useful when studying properties of the class. In this section, we show 
that various important complete complexity classes are recursively presentable. 
Furthermore, the presentations can be in terms of efficient devices. VJhereas the 
NP-complete sets are recursively presentable, this is not true of either NP - P or the 
non complete sets in NP -P. Thlis may be interpreted as suggesting why so few 
intuitively appealing probdems in NP, which are not complete, have been found, i.e., 
perhaps most ‘natural’ pT>blems are complete. 
If P # MP the class of NP-complete* sets is recursively presenlable. The 
b an enumeration of algorith which run in non-determrinistic poly - 
nonriai %ne and which accept all and only -conzplete sets. 
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oof. Let ~40, Al, . D . and to, tl, l e . be recursive presentations of the non-deter-, 
ministic polynomial time recognizable sets (by non-deterministic polynomial time 
devices) and :lae polynomial time tranducers respectively. We describe the algorithm 
Ai which accepts .L(Ai) in case fi is a correct transduction from SAT to C(/\i), i.e., if 
for aii x, x E SAT if and only if tj(x) E L(Ai). If tj is not a correct transduction, then 
L(A!;) is SAT almost everywhere, that is, for sufficiently long inputs. 
Given input w, Ai is defined by: 
(1) For each y, Iyl40g * log(lxl), check if y E SAT in fj(y) E L(Ai). 
(2) If (1) returns true for all y 
then A{(x) C- Ai 
else A!(x) + SAT(rj. 
Ai operates in non-deterministic polynomial time because (lj only checks small 
strings for which the checkiY;g can be done in deterministic polynomial time. As long 
as (1) does not discover t5at tj is not a correct transduction from SAT to L(Ai j, Ai 
azepts L(Ai). Once a I error is discovered, it will occur, in (1) for all longer inputs so 
A{ accepts an HP-complete set. It remains to note that for every NP-complete se? B 
there are i, i such that L(Ai) = B and fj is a transduction from SAT to B. 
The method of proof of the previous theorem can be used to obtain similar results 
for the complete sets of any time or space complexity class admitting ari eiiective 
enumeration of the sets of the class by efficient devices. (i.e., by devices whose, 
complexity is bounded by the functions which define the class.) 
Corolla 21. If P 7i PSPACE, then the PSPACE-compllete sets are recursivelv 
presenk?ble by devices which operate in polynomial space. If P 9: NP, then the 
NP-T-complete sets are recursively presentable by devices which operate in polynomial 
time. 
Corollary 22. The classes of exponential (deterministic or nondeterministic) time or 
space complete sets are recursively presentable by devices which operate in (deter- 
ministic and nondeterministic) exponential time or spcsce respectively. 
The enumeration of Theorem 20 can be modified so that each NP-complete set is 
accepted by exactly one device in the enumeration. The proof involves a finite injery 
priority method whereby each device monitors the enumeration and may be forced 
to modify the set it is accepting in case a device which is earlier in the enumeration 
appears to be accepting the same set. 
In contrast to the above result, we now show that N -P is not recursively 
presentable ven if the only requirement on the devices is that they always halt, i.e., 
that they compute the chmract&stic functions of sets in NP - P. For NP’-complete 
sets, the enumeration was in terms of non-deterministic polynomial time devices so 
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that an enumeration exists in temls of deterministic exponential time devices for the 
characteristic functions. 
-rem 23. Unless I? = NP, there is no recursive presentation of NP- P by charac- 
teristic function. In add&m, the non-complete sets in NP-P can not be recursively 
presented. 
oof. Assume &, ISI,. . . is a recursive presentation of NP - P in terms of devices 
for computing characteristic functions. We will obtain a contradiction by defining a 
set ~4 E NP - P such that Bi PpT A for any i. Let rl, r2, . . . be a recur&e presenta- 
tion of functions such that 
(a) each ri is time constructible and the device for computing ri opertlks in time ri. 
(b) C is not ri-interval easy for any G such that Bi <pT C 
The recursive presentation of (ri} exists because: 
(1) Bo, Bl,. . . is a recursive presentation of NP-P by devices computing the 
required characteristic functions and 
(2) a real time algorithm for a time constructible ri can be obtstined from Bi by the 
proof of Theorem 7. 
Define r’ by 
r’(n ) = ytf (4 (n )I 
and let r a r’ be time constructible. Then by Theorem 7, each R; satisfks; C’ :lc, ,ot 
r-interval easy for any C such that Bi SpT C. The required set in NP -- P which 6; :rs 
from each Bi is A = B1 n C[r]. First note that Ati P because B1 is not r-interv*,l eaby 
and A E NP because B1 E NP, G[r] E P (because r is time constructible). Since A is 
r-interval easy we have 
Bi gpT A fOf' any i. 
But this implies A@ NP- P since {BI) contains all sets in NP -P, a contradiction. 
Hence there is no recursive presentation of NP - P in terms of devices for computing 
characteristic functions. 
It is important to notice that NP -P cannot be recursively presented by charac- 
teristic function even if inefficient devices (e.g., non-primitive recursive) are permit- 
ted. This result may be contrasted with our earlier result for the NP-complete sets. 
In Theorem 23, we required a recursive presentation by characteristic function in 
order to effectively obtain algorithms for the ri functions. 
Assuming P # NP, does there exist a recursive presentation of 
NP - P by domain, i.e., in terms of devices whose domains are all and only the sets in 
IF-P. 
The next ?heorem shows that the recursively enumerable complete sets are not 
recursively presentable. While not surprising, this result does provide an indication 
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that care sh,,,, ,z i nl*rA h- exercised when consider-kg definitional analogies between NP 
and the r.e. sets. The proof uses a recursion t&eoretic hierarchy argument. 
Theorem 24. There is no recursive presentation cqf the recursively enumerable sets (as 
domains of partial recursive functions) which are complete with respect to Turing 
reducibility. 
Proof. Assume that the complete r.e. sets with respect to Turing reducibility arc 
recursively presentable. Then there is a recursive relation R such that 
is such a recursive presentation. Then the set of all indices of complete r.e. sets (i.e., 
all indices of partial recursive functions whose domains are compkte) can be defined 
bY 
S =:{e I(‘=ry)[@x)R(y, X) and We = WY]}. 
where W, is the domain of the partial recursive function whose index is u [ 17]. 
Equiualence: of r.e. sets is in I72 in the arithmetic hierarchy. Hence, by the above, S is 
in 23. However it can be proved by standard recursion theoretic methods that S is 
&-complek [17]. This is a contradiction and therefore there is no recursive 
presentation of the: r.e. complete sets. 
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